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ABSTRACT
The Behlen observatory 0.76 m telescope CCD photometer has been used to obtain nearly 700 observations
of the short period eclipsing binary V508 Cyg. These observations were done using V and R bandpass filters
on 9 nights in 1992. Previously published light elements and the present eight determinations of eclipse
timings are used to determine a new epoch and a more accurate orbital period of 0.7796587 days. The
photometric observations and solutions which have been obtained with the 1993 version of the WilsonDevinney model show that V508 Cyg is a W UMa type contact binary system. Analyses give two possible
contact solutions of different mass ratios (q= mzlm,, where star 1is eclipsed at the primary minimum). One
with q=0.44 gives an A-type W UMa system configuration, while the other with q=1.19 gives a W-type
W UMa system configuration. V508 Cyg does not have a spectral classification, however, based on the color
(V-R=0.566 Schmidt 1991b), we estimate it to be G5. Generally W UMa systems with spectral-type G5
have periods ranging from 0.25 to 0.5 days. The considerably longer period of V508 Cyg suggests that it
may be an evolyed contact system with case B mass transfer. Both solutions indicate that the two
components have similar temperature and luminosities. It is suspected that this system may be a double
lined spectroscopic binary. Therefore it is recommended that spectroscopic observations of V508 Cyg be
obtained so that a unique mass ratio can be established. 0 1995American Astronomical Society.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Behlen Observatory variable star survey contains
various light curves and associated parameters for poorly
studied variable stars from the General Catalog of Variable
Stars (G.C.V.S.) (Schmidt 1991b). The selection criteria were
(i) stars fainter than the tenth magnitude and (ii) north of the
equator stars which were classified as pulsating variables.
Schmidt suggested reclassification of 26 stars, 6 of which
seem to be eclipsing variables which were previously classified as RR Lyrae stars.
V508 Cyg is one of the new eclipsing variables. The Gen-

eral Catalog mentions only a couple of references on this
system, (Hoffmeister 1949; M.V.S. 1957) which relate to its
discovery and early finding charts. There seems to be no
other existing literature on V508 Cyg. The shape of the lightcurve and its short orbital period indicates that it is likely to
be a contact system. Further evidence in support of this
comes from the criteria for potential contact systems (Leung
1990). According to its location in a Period-Spectral-type
diagram (Leung & Schneider 1978), and from our Fig. 1,
V508 Cyg could be an evolved contact system. Therefore a
detailed photometric study of this system may be of interest
to the theory of binary evolution. Thus, we decided to obtain
a full phase coverage light curve of this system and derive
photometric solutions.

2. CCD PHOTOMETRY AND OBSERVATIONS
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The observations on V508 Cyg were obtained with a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD photometer on the 0.76 m telescope at Behlen Observatory, University of Nebraska, on
nine nights between 1992 July 28 and November 13. A total
of 699 pairs of V- and R-band measurements were made to
cover most of the light curve.
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FIG.1. Period vs spectral-type diagram. The theoretical zero-age contact
periods are calculated for q=1.0 from the Z. A. M. S. mass-radius relation
(Stotters 1972). The critical contact boundary divides the contact systems
into zero-age contact systems (Z. A. C.) on the left and evolved contact
systems (E. C.) on the right in the figure. The error in period is essentially
zero, while the estimated error of t1subspectral type is shown as a vertical
bar.
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TABLE1. Identification data for V508 Cyg.
Star

gy
cz

Cyg

G.S.C NO.

V

R

3573:1794
3573:1541
3577:0181

11'99
12.39
11.81

11.56
11.52
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V-R

a(2000)

6(2000)

0'566
0.794
0.300

20 34 O5
20 33 57
20 34 15

+46 l 6 l 6
+46 51 17
+46 52 51
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